
  

 

 

 
Jazz Can & Bottle  
 
The latest offering from N&W Global Vending is the JAZZ, 
it builds upon a tried and tested legacy of robust and 
compact snacks and cold drinks vending machines. The 
new Jazz reflects this great heritage and offers the 

complete refreshment service ideal for smaller sites where 
space is limited. The Jazz is brightly lit using low energy 
L.E.D. lights ensuring all products are superbly presented 
and highly visible to customers. The Jazz offers a fantastic 
selection of snacks, confectionery, cans and bottles. 
Alternatively snack only or can and bottle models are 

available. The Jazz features N&W’s latest GIGA operating 
platform with a more advanced implementation of the 
MDB protocol, this assures greater integration with 
modern cashless systems allowing customers to purchase 
items using cash, notes, contactless debit or credit cards 
and even their mobile phones. To ensure client 

satisfaction, the Jazz also has a sensor in the delivery area 

which detects if a product has actually been vended, if 
there is no vend the customers can choose another 
product or a refund. The Jazz range is very efficient, with 
a sophisticated energy management system electricity 
costs are low. So whatever your needs are; snacks, cold 
drinks or any combination, the Jazz can delivery it all with 
ease. 

 
 New GIGA system and MDB compatible payment 

system accepts everything in the customer’s wallet, 
coins, and as an option, notes, debit & credit cards, 
MiZip keys and even mobile phone payments 

 Product vend detection guarantees the customer 
receives their selected product or their money back 

 Jazz Can & Bottle total capacity 180 items, 18 bottle 

selections for 108 items, 12 can selections for 72 

items 
 Jazz footprint 1830mm (h) x 735mm (w) x 855mm (d) 

 Weight Jazz 225Kg 

Product Group 

Cold Drinks 

 

Product Sub-Group 

Can & Bottle 

 


